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Analysis of customer interests is a crucial factor in present marketing trends and hence we 

worked on twitter data which is a significant part of digital marketing. Neuroscience, especially 
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cities. We worked on the City of Lewisville emergency services data and predicted the vehicle-
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Social networking sites like Twitter, Facebook, and Linked-In are showing remarkable 

growth in the past decade [1] despite having some security issues [8]. They brought tremendous 

changes in how people communicate with one another; because of this, many businesses are 

using digital marketing technology to interact with their customers. This led to an increase in 

demand for digital marketing technologies. Marketers are utilizing social media as a means of 

identifying, understanding, and communicating with their customers. Marketers can also see the 

discussions of their products which includes both praise and criticism. These discussions have 

become an essential source for data and led to the development of new data analysis techniques 

for business expansion. Some companies are using special data analytical tools for monitoring 

tweets and posts on other social media [17]. 

The terms used in this thesis are defined below for convenience: 

• Digital marketing: Includes all the techniques that allow marketers to interact with 

clients through electronic channels [3]. 

• Marketing: A combination of all the processes which includes everything done by 

businesses for predicting public interest, observing consumer patterns, and promoting their 

products to users [2].  

• Social media: A term used for all the technological systems which are related to 

collaboration and community [4]. It includes all digital media like Facebook, Twitter, wikis, etc. 

which allow society to socialize [5]. 
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• Social networks: All Web-based services which allow users to make personal profiles, 

create and share any message by connecting with other users [4]. 

• Twitter: A micro-messaging service which got launched in 2006. Initially, it allowed 

users to share a message limited to 140 characters, but on users’ demand it now allows a message 

up to 280 characters. A "Tweet" is a message which will be displayed on the profile page of users 

and can be sent to some other users [5]. In an average second, 6000 tweets are sent. Interestingly 

when people in Japan were viewing and tweeting about an animated movie on TV, 143,199 

tweets were tweeted per second which is over twenty times of the average count [20].  

For our first study, we took twitter data which was collected from the University of 

Arizona and performed analysis to check which month was best suited for advertising antivirus 

software on Twitter. 

In the second study, we compared the patterns of human's eye movement while watching 

videos of real human beings (referred to as real videos henceforth) and videos of animated 

characters (referred to as animation videos henceforth). There were some studies which 

compared animation/dynamic pictures with static pictures in [22], and [23]. The purpose of these 

surveys is straightforward: the authors want to investigate if there is any difference in learning 

between animation/dynamic picture presentation and static picture presentation. They did not 

use eye tracking in either of these experiments.   

Eye tracking has become a conventional technique for studying cognition processing for 

any visualization [32], [33], and [34]. This technique is applied in some research studies which 

involve reading sentences [24], comparing reading speed between low-frequency words and 

high-frequency words and missing letters [29], some real-time situations like how a batsman hits 
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the ball in cricket [26], social desirability bias [25]. The insights obtained from the eye tracking 

data analytics facilitate our understanding of human cognitive architecture, and eye-tracking 

information can serve “as a window onto cognitive processes in dynamic visualization 

environments” [33]. However, in the existing literature, we rarely see any comparison between 

the eye movement data when watching animation and real videos. We tried this innovative idea 

to identify any differences in cognitive processing between the humans from eye-tracking 

movements while viewing the two kinds of videos. 

In the third study, we found areas where traffic accidents occurred more often based on 

data provided by the City of Lewisville. Such information is valuable for taking any precautionary 

measures to prevent traffic accidents.    

 

1.2 Objective and Significance of the Research 

This thesis aims to utilize data analysis and predictive modeling techniques and apply 

them in different domains for gaining insights. The topics were chosen keeping the same in mind. 

Analysis of customer interests is a crucial factor in present marketing trends and hence we 

worked on twitter data which is a significant part of digital marketing. Neuroscience, especially 

psychological behavior, is an important research area. We chose eye tracking data based on 

which we differentiated human concentration while watching controllable (video game) videos 

and uncontrollable (sports) videos. Currently, cities are using data analysis for becoming smart 

cities. We worked on the City of Lewisville emergency services data and predicted the vehicle-

accident-prone areas for development of precautionary measures in those areas. 
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1.3 Overview of the Chapters  

This thesis provides some of the predictive modeling and data analysis techniques in 

various domains. It also consists of different statistical approaches, includes multiple statistical 

tests (like correlation test, F- test, chi-square test), and addresses how to deal with noisy data 

with the concept of grouping. This thesis is divided into five chapters. 

Chapter 2 provides the background required for preprocessing the data. It includes all the 

research which is going on simultaneously. This chapter helps to get a basic knowledge of 

applications of data analysis. 

Chapter 3 gives an idea about the performance of statistical analysis. This chapter also 

provides a description of the data. The data understanding approach can be seen in this chapter.  

Chapter 4 contains all the results of all the statistical tests. It also discusses the reasons 

behind each result and explains their significance. 

Chapter 5 includes the conclusion based on the results with advantages and 

disadvantages of the techniques used and proposes future work.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Brief Overview of Twitter 

On Twitter, new users create an account on www.twitter.com, using a unique username 

and password.  Username and Password are chosen by users and are unique for each user. Once 

it is done the profile is now designated by the ‘@’ symbol, which creates the personal moniker 

of a user. An account typically will be in public mode, but if a user wants their account to be 

private (i.e., if they wish only some selected users to view their account or tweets they send), 

they are provided with a variety of privacy settings. After creating a profile, one can find and 

follow other users, which leads to writing and receiving tweets to one’s "feed."  Twitter also 

provides a suggestion for users to follow based on the profile [6]. 

Twitter usage has got expanded by some of the functions listed below:  

• #hashtag search: A Search can be different on Twitter by limiting tweets to ones that 
are tagged with a different hashtag. 

• Advanced search: A Search could also include some required words, and all searches 
can be saved by users. 

• Favorites: Some tweets can be marked as a favorite for distinguishing them from all 
tweets. 

 

2.2 Twitter in Digital Marketing 

Twitter has become a part of a daily routine for many people by serving as a tool for mass 

communication, giving helpful tips, providing cultural interaction hints, etc. [3]. Recent surveys 

also say that teens are moving out from Facebook for Instagram, Snapchat, and Twitter. So, for 

targeting young teen customers twitter can be one of the right places even though presently 
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Facebook has a higher number of users, but trends are showing a decline in young teens using 

Facebook and at the same time an increase in usage of Twitter despite some ups and downs [14]. 

Also, some educators are planning to use Twitter as a pedagogical tool. So, this might lead to a 

hike in Twitter usage in young college students [1]. Twitter is being used for many predictions 

like predicting a user’s geographical location as discussed in [16]. Tweets can have connections 

to details pane where detailed information is provided which might include some media like 

photos. Because of which Twitter can also be used as an essential marketing tool. Usually, 

marketing professionals use Twitter as a medium to interact with customers or clients for 

informing or promoting any upcoming events or products. Marketers are using Twitter for a quick 

real-time sharing of product details to customers who are interested in their product and in 

receiving feedback from them.  Companies use Twitter for dealing with problems or answering 

questions from customers and try to resolve their issues. Companies also monitor what is being 

said about their product and people’s opinion of their brand. In fact, they not only track their 

company products but also watch their competitors’ products and try to keep an edge which 

leads to gain in market share [10]. 

According to the “Communications and Marketing Survey 2017/18” conducted by Cognito 

Communications, 41% of companies have said that their digital marketing budgets will increase 

significantly in 2018 and almost 93% have claimed that their digital marketing budget will 

increase. Tom Coombes, CEO and founder of Cognito, said, "Much like other industries, 

marketing, and communications is anticipating the potential impact of digital disruption, 

technology, and automation."  Also, securing a budget (89 percent) will be considered the 

fundamental challenge for marketers regarding analytics and technology in the upcoming twelve 
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months. Moreover, adapting to technology (84 percent) is also a concerning obstacle [11]. We 

can also recall words from Nokia CEO (2012) Stephen Elop admitting his company’s failure in 

predicting the rapid changes in the industry [12].  

 

2.3  Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient 

The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is used as a linearity measure 

between two variables. Its value ranges from -1 to +1. If its value is between -1 and 0, we say 

there is a negative linear relationship between two variables (inversely proportional), and if its 

value is between 0 and 1, we say there is a positive linear relationship between two variables 

(directly proportional) [18]. Usually, if its value is above absolute value of 0.7, we consider a high 

linear correlation. Table 2.1 explains it. More detailed distribution can be seen in figures 2.1 to 

2.8. 

Table 2.1. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients linear relation 

Association strength Positive Coefficient Negative Coefficient 
No Relation 0 to 0.1 0 to -0.1 

Small 0.1 to 0.3 -0.1 to -0.3 
Medium 0.3 to 0.5 -0.3 to -0.5 

Large 0.5 to 1 -0.5 to -1 
 

 
Fig. 2.1. Representation when there is a positive linear relationship 
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Fig.  2.2. Representation when there is no linear relationship 

 

 
Fig.  2.3. Representation when there is a negative linear relationship  

 

 
Fig.  2.4. Representation when r coefficient = 0.7 
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Fig. 2.5. Representation when r coefficient = 0.3 

 

 
Fig. 2.6. Representation when r coefficient = 0 

 

 
Fig. 2.7. Representation when r coefficient = -0.7 
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Fig. 2.8. Representation when r coefficient = -0.3 

 

2.4 Overview of Eye Tracking 

There has been increasing interest among researchers in neuroscience and psychology to 

understand the how eye movements are related to cognitive processes [40]. Besides experiments 

from a strict laboratory environment, researchers have also conducted experiments with natural 

stimuli. In [24] we can see how mind-wandering affects one’s eye movements. They found that 

mind-wandering affects the speed of reading and also the ability to understand a sentence. Also, 

for persons who were engaged in a task took somewhat less time to go through less-frequent 

words compared to mind-wandering persons. The same was also stated in [30] where the 

participants took less time for frequently used words when compared to rarely used words. They 

also observed less fixation before mind-wandering. In [31] they found a contradictory result 

saying that mind wandering persons took less time for reading difficult words than of the persons 

who are engaged in a task. They argue that the persons who are not concentrating do not care 

to understand or give some extra time for understanding where the persons who are focused on 

a task will try to spend more time on understanding. In [27] researchers found a difference in 
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understanding a concept with both text and pictures among different age groups. More 

specifically, they have discovered that fourth-grade students faced more significant difficulty in 

interpreting the pictorial representation (in this case a flower and its description). Also, they 

found that they spent much less time on pictorial representation when compared to text, 

whereas the adults spent a considerably equal amount of time looking at both text and pictures. 

There is also some research to analyze eye tracking and differentiate between good 

batsmen in cricket compared to regular batsmen [26]. Concentrating on a right place with 

efficient timing is very important for any ball sports such as cricket or tennis. "Keep your eye on 

the ball" is the first advice given by the coaches when you are playing cricket or tennis. In cricket, 

batsmen can somehow anticipate the ball by some predictions based on the finger movements 

of the bowler or the pitch behavior. However, they found that a short latency in the first saccade 

in the batsmen’s eye movement differentiates good batsmen from standard batsmen. The critical 

factor is how fast you understand the line and length of the ball.  

 

2.5 F-Test and Chi-Square Test 

An F-test is a statistical test used for comparing variance between two distributions [39]. 

The null hypothesis is that the two variances are the same. Moreover, the alternative hypothesis 

can be chosen from one of three types: var1! = var2, var1 < var2, and var1 > var2. If the p-value 

is less than the significant value of 0.05, we reject our null hypothesis and support the alternative 

hypothesis. A Chi-square test is also a statistical test used for comparing the distribution of a 

categorical variable in the data [36]. 
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2.6 Overview of Smart Cities 

Currently, there is a strong trend going on for cities to become smart cities [44]. A smart 

city is simply said to be an urban city where the city collects data and utilizes it for a better 

understanding of people's characteristics and thus trying to support them for leading more 

efficient lives. There has been a lot of research going on where analysts are collecting data from 

the city. The results which were found by these analysts are being used for the benefit of the city. 

For example, as discussed in [42], [43] in New York there was a predictive model built for 

predicting fire accidents based on the random forest algorithm. This prediction model has been 

a great help for the rescue team for providing fast access to fire-prone areas and thus minimizing 

the amount of damage. Some precautionary measures have also been taken. 

In [44] they have developed an intelligent transport system for preventing any possibility 

of accidents using sensor data with big data analysis. They identified the time schedules and the 

traffic density at the commencement of accidents and kept track of all the records, performing 

data analytics to look for any patterns which might relate to them concerning traffic density or 

journey time. They have used clustering techniques like k-means clustering for the analysis. 

Development of technology has also become an added advantage for preventing 

accidents. There are Google maps which act as a navigation provider. Real-time traffic data has 

been provided by google maps. In spite of which, we still see a lot of accidents taking place. We 

identified a few specific locations in Lewisville which had a higher probability of accidents. We 

suggested cautioning the public and also placing the rescue team near to accident-prone areas 

for performing rescue operations.    
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CHAPTER 3 

ANALYSIS OF THREE DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS 

3.1 Data Analysis of Twitter Data  

The data used here is collected from the University of Arizona. They used the data to do 

some sentiment analysis of tweets which came on some antivirus software. The data consists of 

all the tweets which had antivirus advertisements through Twitter in a five-year period from 2008 

to 2013. Out of which we focused our study to find if any relation exists between Hits, and 

Trackback Total. Moreover, to derive any engaged period where people tend to track back an 

advertisement compared to average(standard).  

• Hits: Number of persons who viewed the tweet. 

• Trackback total: Number of persons who clicked the link and showed interest in 
getting information. 

 

3.2 Analysis of People's Attention in Antivirus Software Advertisements through Twitter 

We took the data and tried to see if there was some correlation between the number of 

views(hits) and the number of people who tracked back and looked further. Our expectation was 

that the higher the number of hits, the higher the chance for tracking back. During initial analysis, 

we found no relationship between hits and trackback total, which entirely contradicted our 

expectation. We saw a slight linear relation but there was no major correlation [18]. To be 

specific, it showed a small linear relationship. 

Then came the idea of irregular days into the picture. Usually even in our daily life if we 

got an e-mail and had no time to follow up, we would flag it for follow up on a later day when we 

are free. This is common in our fast, modern life. This holds good for any online data which we 
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observe in our daily routine, even Twitter. On the other hand, they might just have shown limited 

interest in tracking because of their tight schedule. 

Then came the idea of grouping and taking the average number of hits and the average 

number of Trackback Total on monthly basis and check for any existence of a high linear relation. 

By this, we are eliminating the daily noisy relationship that may occur due to various reasons 

depending on one's daily life. We found our results nearly matched our intuition. Further, we 

were able to see the engaged period where people tended to track back more than usual 

(discussed in next section). 

 

3.3 Data Description for Analysis Done on Eye Tracking Data 

The data used herein is obtained from Collaborative Research in Computational 

Neuroscience’s (CRCNS) data sharing set [37], [38]. The data consists of not only eye tracking 

movements but also provide us with pictures and videos of how the eye coordinates move while 

someone is watching a video. For our research, we took sports and video game video text files 

which include eye movement trace for each video clip of five sports videos and nine video games 

videos which were taken at a frequency of 240Hz (i.e., 240 samples/s). They include the following 

information that we analyze in this paper about the eye movement:  

• (x, y):  instantaneous eye position coordinates while watching the screen 

• Pdiam: pupil diameter; it has defaulted to 0 

• Status:  

0 = fixation, excluding eye blinking 

1 = in saccade, excluding eye blinking 

2 = fixation, during an eye blink 
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3 = saccade, during an eye blink 

4 = smooth pursuit, excluding eye blinking 

5 = unknown (e.g., loss of tracking) 

 

3.4 Hypothesis Used for Eye Tracking Data 

Video gaming as a mechanism to understand human cognitive processes has garnered 

significant interest from researchers [35]. In addition, eye movement data collection and analyses 

during video games have been implemented to obtain further insights into the player's cognitive 

processes. One common theme identified in this video game literature is the sense and practice 

of control for the players. Torben (2000) pointed out that the interactive nature of video games 

usually results in the player's understanding and practice of control over the contents and 

development of the game, and this is one major factor that differentiates peoples' cognitive 

processes while watching movies vs. playing video games. It is reasonable to believe that in the 

scenario of watching a video game clip, a person would also display the sense and practice of 

control, even though the person is not actively playing the video games. We believe that this 

element of control would play a role in the person's eye movement. We are not aware of any 

research in the existing literature that studies this possible variation between the eye movements 

explicitly when watching video clips of various levels of controllability. We fill this void in this 

paper. 

We study two possible aspects of how the levels of controllability can impact eye 

movement. One point is the variation of eye movement, represented by the x- and y- coordinates 

of the eye movement data. When watching video game clips, people will have a higher level of 
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sense of control, and as a result, their visual attention would be more focused, compared to when 

they watch non-controllable sports clips. Thus, their eye movement data should display various 

levels of variations.  

Therefore, we obtain the following Hypothesis:  

H1: The variation of eye movement co-ordinates does not significantly differ between 
watching uncontrollable videos (sports clips) and watching controllable videos (video 
games clips). 
 
H1a: The variation of eye movement co-ordinates is less in the case of watching 
controllable videos (video games clips) than watching uncontrollable videos (sports 
clips). 
 
Another aspect is the distribution of eye status. Eye tracking data usually includes the 

statuses of the eye. Those statuses can be categorized into six groups, which is explained in the 

previous section. We believe that when watching uncontrollable videos (sports clips) vs. watching 

controllable videos (video games clips), there should not be a difference in the distribution of the 

eye statuses. Therefore, we obtain the following Hypothesis: 

H2: The status of the eye is not significantly different between watching uncontrollable 
videos (sports clips) and watching controllable videos (video games clips). 
 
We have conducted an F-test for comparing the variance of eye movement coordinates 

and a Chi-square test for comparing status between controllable (video game) and uncontrollable 

(sports) data from eye tracking. By doing these tests, we were able to demonstrate how our eye 

movements differ when we are watching uncontrollable videos (sports clips) vs. controllable 

videos (video games clips).   Moreover, we were able to successfully conduct our tests to see the 

difference in the distribution of the eye statuses of fixation or saccade between the cases. Our 

results provide insights into the cognitive processes when people are watching videos. 
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3.5 Data Description and Analysis Done on Data Collected from the City of Lewisville 

To start with there were a total of nearly 47000 incidents where emergency people were 

involved. These 47000 incidents are of 123 different kinds (example: Medical Assistance, False 

Alarm, Vehicle accident, Accident with injuries, etc..) also with a lot of NULL Values. Before 

starting any further analysis, it is required to perform a Data pre-processing technique. Once it is 

done if we look at the types of incidents among the 123, we can find two types where a vehicle 

accident has occurred with people ending up with moderate or severe injuries. If we formulate 

these types of incidents separately, their number of accidents is around 10000. By this, we can 

conclude those vehicle accidents are a serious issue that needs to be taken care of in the City of 

Lewisville. More interestingly we found there were a few locations where accidents occurred 

more frequently. Detailed analysis is presented in Results. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Twitter Data 

 
Fig. 4.1. Relation between hits and trackback total without any grouping 

 
In figure 4.1 we are checking the correlation between hits and trackback total without any 

further data processing. We can see that the correlation is in a small scale (0.2).  

As discussed this is caused due to noisy responses affecting our data. This is now 

eliminated by grouping, and the relation between hits and trackback total looks as shown in 

figure 4.2. 
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Fig. 4.2. Relation between hits and trackback total after grouping and normalizing. 

 
In figure 4.2, the correlation between hits and trackback total has increased. Also, we 

found the correlation statistics to be 0.71 (which is assumed to be highly correlated).  If we dig 

further and look at the variations of both trackback total mean and hits mean for every month, 

we get our results as shown in figure 4.3. 

 
Fig. 4.3. Monthly pattern of hits and trackback total normalized to their means. 
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The main vital result to notice is in the month of May, where the number of hits are low 

despite having a higher Trackback Total. One of the main reasons for this could be the expiration 

of free inbuilt antivirus software given to the system by the company. Usually, we see a high sales 

rate of electronic items in November as Black Friday deals, and some Pre-Black Friday deals are 

present during this month, where people tend to save their money for buying Electronic goods. 

Generally, a new system comes with a six-month antivirus program or a one-year anti-virus 

program. If it is a one-year program we again have deals in November and the majority of people 

may not look for Twitter or social media, and instead can directly choose one of the offers 

available in the market. Whereas if it is a six-month program, one does not have any particular 

offers and hence there is a high chance of Tracking back and looking into some advertisement or 

feed which come on anti-virus or related publication. 

If we look from the academic point of view, we can explain the trend by saying that as we 

have a semester break from May until June, during which we have no classes, students may find 

leisure in checking news feed. This reason can be a considered as a good explanation because a 

majority of people used Twitter during 2008 to 2013 were students. The same explanation is also 

valid in December where we also find a lower number of Hits but a high Trackback Total. In 

addition, we can see that there is a sudden increase found in Hits and a Trackback Total in 

September. This might be because of the start of a new Fall semester, where an academic year 

begins. The number of Hits and a Trackback Total again raises at the semester end in December 

and the semester beginning in January. Students might either buy new computers or might 

dedicate some interest to their respective Computers for any software updates or replacing the 
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expired software. Twitter is presently being introduced as a pedagogic tool because we will have 

a higher chance of tracking back any advertisements related to antivirus software. 

 

4.2 Eye Tracking Data 

To test H1, we performed an F-test between the x- and y- coordinates of eye movement 

data when watching sports clips and video game clips. Table 4.1 shows the result for an entire 

pool data comparison. We got a p-value which is very less value when compared to the significant 

value (0.05) we reject the null hypothesis and support the alternative hypothesis and conclude 

that variance in eye movements while watching more controllable videos (video game) is less 

when compared to the eye movements while watching less controllable videos (sports). 

Table 4.1. The F-test result for comparing complete pool data of VG and SP videos. 

Pair num df den df F p-value C.I ratio of 
var. 

VG x – SP x 128730 40197 0.51 < 2.2e-16  0.00 - 0.52 0.51 

VG y – SP y 128730 40197 0.98 0.0213 0.00 – 0.99 0.98 

VG: video game data; SP: sports data 

To investigate any difference that occurred between uncontrollable (sports) videos and 

controllable (video game) videos on the status of fixation and saccade we performed the Chi-

square Test and the results can be seen in table 4.2. When the tasks are performed we found our 

p-value at less than the significant level (0.05), hence we can reject our null hypothesis and 

conclude that the distribution of eye status of fixation and saccade is different while watching 

controllable (video game) versus uncontrollable (sports) videos.  
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Table 4.2. Chi-square test result for comparing the distribution of status between entire pool 
data of VG and SP videos. 

Pair  X- squared df significance 

 VG - SP 296.25 25 < 2.2e-16 

VG: video game data; SP: sports data 
 

 

4.3 City of Lewisville Data 

After subsetting the data only to the Incident types which are vehicle accidents with 

injuries, we came to around 10000 incidents. There are 35 places in total where these incidents 

mainly took place. There were some Null values which were removed after processing. Once all 

the Null values are removed there are 19 locations out of which there were five locations where 

we found significant accidents take place. To be specific, the distribution is provided in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3.The frequency of accidents at each location. 

Location Frequency 

1 1 

2 1 

3 1 

4 58 

5 19 

6 1575 

7 2491 

8 8 

9 1376 

10 482 

11 55 

  

(table continues) 
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Location Frequency 

12 1813 

13 94 

14 5 

15 6 

16 163 

17 1852 

18 6 

19 29 
 

In table 4.3 we notice that locations 6,7,9,12,17 are accident prone locations where 

people should be careful. The accidents can also be reduced by providing people with accident-

prone boardings and with continuous video monitoring. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Each dataset is chosen to be different for gaining insights using data analysis and 

predictive modeling. 

Digital marketing has gained paramount importance in Business organizations. Also, we 

can notice most of the Businesses are allotting a higher budget for Digital marketing [11]. Specific 

analytic tools got developed for collecting data and analyzing the hidden patterns for gaining 

knowledge on people behavior. Based on the results of this analysis, Businesses are changing 

their marketing strategy.  Twitter data can play a crucial role in Digital Marketing by providing a 

specific period where there is a higher chance of people showing interest in anti-virus software 

advertisements. In the data, we initially noticed no correlation between Hits and Trackback Total, 

after processing we were able to see that there exists a High correlation between Hits and 

Trackback Total. We also noticed which period best suits for an anti-virus software advertisement 

being tracked back through Twitter. In Future, we can collect the tweets where people are 

showing more interest and analyze for replicating similar kind of tweets to get a higher trackback 

and thus successfully marketize one’s product. 

Eye movement information has been one focal point of interests from researchers who 

want to investigate people’s cognitive processes. Through the data collection and analysis of eye 

movement data, while people engage in various activities, researchers have attempted to shed 

new lights on various cognitive processes. On the other hand, researchers have studied video 

game playing/viewing and their impacts on cognitive processes, especially when compared with 

regular video viewing [33]. However, there is limited literature that studies the eye movements 
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while watching video game clips versus watching regular videos. In this paper, we attempt to fill 

this void. Based on Grodal (2000)’s theory of sense and practice of control during video game 

playing/viewing, we hypothesized about the relationships of watching different types of video 

clips (video game clips vs. regular sports clips) and their corresponding eye movement patterns. 

Based on the public eye tracking data available from Collaborative Research in Computational 

Neuroscience’s (CRCNS) data sharing project, we show that when watching less controllable 

video clips (regular sports), people’s eye wander around more than when watching more 

controllable video clips (video games). We also show that the type of video people are watching 

significantly affect the distribution of their eye status. In future, it can be expanded to the broader 

test set and strengthen our results further. Also, can investigate the fixation and saccade while 

watching controllable and uncontrollable videos.   

Recently, the data of cities are collected and utilized for better living of people. In New 

York, the previous data was collected, and Analysts have built predictive models for predicting 

fire occurrence [42]. Also, In Europe Analyst have collected the accidents data and derived 

patterns from it. These patterns include timing of days where the accidents occurred frequently 

and suggested to avoid roads during that timing. In our case, we received data from City of 

Lewisville which includes all the emergency services data. Out of which we figured out that 

incidents which include vehicle accidents are more when compared to other incident types. 

Moreover, detected the accident-prone areas. We conclude that if there were some 

precautionary measures taken we can either reduce the frequent occurrence of accidents else 

might at least provide immediate help in case of an accident occurrence.  Data analysis can also 
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be very useful for in daily life routine for preventing any major accidents and even in building 

smart cities for a better living. 

We can notice that data analysis can be applied to different domains. Each dataset 

presents its unique patterns. The patterns can be used to solve domain-specific problems. 
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